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• Eminent personality identification 
• Technical round 
• General round 
• New trends in technology 

 C-Skills: This was conducted for all the branches with an overall intention of developing and enhancing the capabilities of the students. Nearly 200 students  participated. 
 Poster Presentation: To improve the awareness on ‘Robotics’ & enrich their knowledge a poster presentations were called for and around 50 students participated in this activity. 
 Web Designing: This contest received great response and 120 students participated as this was intended to develop their knowledge regarding web applications. 
 Digital Design Contest: To improve the skills of the students in digital technology. This contest was held where in fifty students participated in three different rounds. 
 Project Expo: To test and identify the novel ideas of the students implemented in their projects project expo was held where the students exhibited their innovative projects. 50 students participated and exhibited their projects. Other Non‐Technical spot events were also held like games. Food stalls also added to the enthusiasm to the students. The one day Technical Symposium was wound up with a valedictory function where the winners of different events were given cash prizes with merit certificates  and for all the participants certificates were distributed.  This symposium received a tremendous response from participants of various colleges in the state and was a great success.      
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